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CHAPTER TWO 

Theatricality and Absorption: Listening for a Point of Experience  

 

 

As I pointed out in the introduction, hypermediacy has been conceptualized as an 

alternative to the logic of transparent immediacy operative in the modes of 

representation that have arguably dominated our cultural economy. Bolter and 

Grusin, who associate this logic with the pictorial technique of linear perspective and 

the pertaining spectatorial strategy of the (mastering and male) gaze, indicate that 

the disruptive potential of hypermediacy lies in the multiplicity of perspectives it 

offers its spectators:  

 

Transparent immediacy attempts to achieve through linear perspective a single, ‘right’ 

representation of things. Linear perspective becomes the normal and normative way of 

looking at the world, while hypermediacy becomes the sum of all the unconventional, 

unusual, and in some sense deviant ways of looking. Hypermediacy is multiple and 

deviant in its suggestion of multiplicity—a multiplicity of viewing positions and a 

multiplicity of relationships to the object in view . . . (Bolter and Grusin 1999, 84) 

 

Similarly, theatre scholars have located the potential for “intermedial intervention” 

in the way intermedial theatre “breaks the standard law of observing the media” and 

invites its spectators “to find their own paths through the pluri-focal networks of 

signs, worlds, messages, and meanings” (Boenisch 2006, 114-115, italics in original). 

Moreover, they too oppose the multiplicity of intermedial theatre to the unifying and 

totalizing view of the world offered by the representational principle of pictorial 

perspective, which, as they recognize, also governed the theatre before the 

intermedial turn. 

 Thus, Peter Boenisch argues that when theatre adopted the “new media 

technology of perspective” in the fifteenth century, “the basic spatial arrangement of 

theatre reflected [its] conventions of how to see and how to imagine (the) world: as a 

framed picture, from a ‘natural’ point of view – as silent, scientific, distanced 

observer” (2006, 111). And Hans-Thies Lehmann (1999), who articulates an 
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opposition between postdramatic and dramatic theatre, has drawn a parallel 

between perspective and the representational principles of drama based on the act of 

framing that they both perform. He suggests that, like Renaissance painting, which 

was conceived as a finestra aperta (open window), the aesthetic logic of drama frames 

the scene and presents it as an analogy to the totality of the world “behind.” This act 

of framing is physical (technical) as well as metaphorical. It is not simply the 

proscenium arch that frames what there is to be seen on stage, but rather the whole 

logic of the theatrical event that invites the spectator to see what is presented on 

stage as a symbol of a unitary and complete world.1 According to Lehmann, 

postdramatic theatre exposes and disrupts this act of framing by means of 

multiplication of frames. 

 I find the idea that hypermediacy incites “unconventional, unusual and deviant” 

ways of looking intriguing (I will return to this proposition in chapter four), and it 

may surely be argued that the multiplicity of representations with which it operates 

precludes an illusion of a total and homogeneous world.2 I also appreciate the 

political thrust of the suggestion that hypermediacy offers its spectator-auditors a 

freedom of choice on what to focus their attention, that it affords the perceivers more 

independence towards what they perceive (in other words, it is less manipulative). 

However, there is a certain paradox involved in the exaltation of multiplicity of 

perspectives, a paradox that the Dutch theatre scholar Maaike Bleeker (2002, 2008) 

recognized in relation to postdramatic theatre. Following a discussion of Lehmann’s 

comparison of drama and perspective, Bleeker observes that the multiplication of 

frames theorized by Lehmann on the one hand draws attention to the act of framing 

going on in drama, but on the other hand produces an effect equal to the absence of 

frames, appearing to grant a more direct access to what is presented on stage. In her 

words, “the multiplication of frames manifests itself in the increased perceptibility of 

the thing in itself” (Bleeker 2008, 44). A similar paradox is also present in the 

theorizations of intermedial theatre, which imply that while the perspectives offered 
                                                 
1 „Das dramatische Theater, in dem die Bretter des Theaters die Welt bedeuten, könne man 
mit der Perspektive vergleichen: der Raum ist hier im technischen wie im mentalen Sinn 
Fenster und Symbol, der Realität ‚dahinter’ analog. Er bietet ein sozusagen maßstäbliches, 
durch Abstraktion und Betonung gewonnenes metaphorisches Äquivalent der Welt wie das 
als finestra aperta gedachte Renaissancegemälde. Als perspektivisches Fenster ist 
dramatisches Theater Symbol, bedeuten seine Bretter stets die Welt. . . . stets bleibt der 
dramatische Raum separiertes Symbol einer Welt als Totalität“ (Lehmann 1999, 288). This 
passage was omitted from the English translation of Lehmann’s book (Lehmann 2006). My 
reading of this passage from Lehmann is indebted to Bleeker (2002, 2008). 
2 In chapter one, I have demonstrated the ways in which hypermedial opera resists the 
homogenizing impulse with regard to its processes of meaning-making and storytelling. 
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by the media of reproduction are played out on stage, theatre itself remains 

perspective-less.  

According to Bleeker, the perception of a lack of perspective indicates that there is 

in fact a perspective at work, and that this perspective has become obscured. Indeed, 

it is the paradox that is perspective, as it “locates in the vantage point of a particular 

somewhere the tacit promise of a view from nowhere” (2008, 46, following Fox 

Keller 1994). Bleeker argues that contemporary forms of theatre performance that 

have been conceptualized in terms of deconstruction of dramatic theatre may in this 

sense be understood as manifestations of the same “perspective paradigm” (2008, 12, 

after Damisch 1995), an argument that also proves pertinent to intermedial theatre 

and hypermediacy more generally. The perception of a lack of perspective has itself 

important political implications because, as Bleeker makes clear, positioning does not 

only concern location in an actual space in relation to the depicted scene but also the 

position “implied in the symbolic spaces opened up by discourse” (2008, 47). 

Obscuring such positions may result in naturalizing particular views of the world. 

Bleeker no longer understands perspective in terms of framing but rather 

conceptualizes it as an address that presents the viewer with a point of view on what 

there is to be seen. In this chapter, I draw on Bleeker to approach hypermedial opera 

in terms of how it positions its spectator-auditors towards what there is to be seen 

and heard on stage or screen. I am concerned with the position that mediates in the 

relation between the perceiver and the perceived, which I choose to call, after 

Gorbman, a “point of experience,” in order to emphasize that this mediation is not 

limited to operations of vision (Gorbman 1987, 2).3 If mediation is thus 

conceptualized in terms of positioning, then immediacy may be understood as the 

effect of obscuring the position from which things and events are seen and heard. 

And as Bleeker recognizes, this leads to the illusion that they are merely there, 

unmediated, that they exist independently of our position as audience. In this sense, 

the perception of greater freedom or independence afforded by hypermedia may be 

understood as such an effect of immediacy.  

The opera Rosa, my case study for this chapter,4 draws attention to the acts of 

positioning as they take place on the intermedial stage, and it also suggests ways in 

which they may become obscured. At the beginning of the opera, perspective is 

                                                 
3 Gorbman uses this term within a discussion of the role of music in narrative film, in order to 
avoid the “visual chauvinism” of the notion of point of view. 
4 My analysis in this chapter is based on the stage production of Rosa. 
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identified as the principle governing the physical organization of the stage, including 

a hint at its relationship to drama. The chorus declares: 

       

The floorboards point in parallel lines to a vanishing point that does not concern us – 

somewhere beyond the opera house, across the streets, across the houses of the 

suburbs, all the way to a hypothetical single dot… on the sea’s horizon. Far from this 

sour drama. (Libretto) 

 

The principle is illustrated in a way that is typically hypermedial: by means of a 

projection, on a transparent front screen, of a template drawing of linear perspective 

[Figure 4]. In other words, a blueprint for representation of three-dimensional space 

within the two-dimensions of a picture plane here literally overlays the physical, 

three-dimensional organization of the stage space. This moment from the beginning 

of the opera foreshadows what is at stake in Rosa, and allows me to partially 

prefigure my analysis in this chapter. It initiates a series of descriptions of the stage, 

the set and the characters that is orchestrated onstage by Madame de Vries, a 

character named after a Dutch Renaissance specialist in perspective (Greenaway 

1993, 9). By pointing out specific aspects of the scenery, she draws attention to the 

organizing agency behind the multiplicity of the media presented on stage, 

highlighting the fact that the audience is being offered a particular point of 

experience. (The unreliability of Madame de Vries’ act, which I discussed in chapter 

one, and which becomes more apparent later in the opera, helps underscore the 

subjective nature of this position.) But if intermedial theatre supposedly exposes the 

“reality of illusion” (Kattenbelt 2006, 37), including the representational principle of 

pictorial perspective that has traditionally governed the theatre as well as the visual 

media, here the possibility of such an exposure is put in doubt. Instead of unmasking 

illusionism and gaining a more direct access to the physical realities of theatre, the 

result is a layering of representations, which also obscures the particular perspectives 

offered by the media involved. It is hardly possible to “find our own paths” through 

this “pluri-focal network.” The effect is rather that of hindering access, and limiting 

visibility.5 

 

                                                 
5 In chapter four, I suggest that it is due to this problematization of visibility rather than the 
multiplicity of perspectives that hypermediacy invites “unconventional, unusual and 
deviant” ways of looking.       
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Figure 4: Illustration of perspective. From Rosa: A Horse Drama (1994). Photo Deen van Meer. 

 

Bleeker has proposed the narratological concept of focalization and Michael 

Fried’s twin concepts of theatricality and absorption to approach the acts of 

positioning on the theatrical stage. Focalization draws attention to the position from 

which things, people and events are perceived and to how this position mediates in 

the relationship between the theatrical event and its audience. The concept of 

theatricality applies to those cases in which this relationship is openly 

acknowledged, while absorption accounts for situations in which it becomes 

obscured. These concepts, as well as Bleeker’s relational understanding of 

perspective, are productive with respect to hypermedial opera because they help 

address issues of immediacy beyond the notions of illusionism and transparency of 

the medium, notions that opera has always seemed to defy. They work beyond the 

distinction between dramatic and epic theatre, and thus also apply to those traits of 

opera, past and present, that have been identified as epic, or Brechtian. And, as 

Bleeker has demonstrated, they also pertain to postdramatic theatre, where they help 

explain the effect of an unmediated access to things and bodies on stage. With regard 

to intermedial theatre, I will emphasize their applicability beyond the opposition 

between theatre and the media of reproduction that it incorporates, and especially 

theatre and film, which have often been pitted against each other.  
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While these concepts have primarily been formulated in terms of operations of 

vision, I will not only demonstrate their applicability in the operatic context,6 but I 

will also suggest that opera helps pinpoint the way the effect of absorption may be 

brought about by way of music within the general multiplicity of visual 

representations typical of hypermediacy. To this end, I will develop the link, 

suggested by Fried, between the effect of absorption and suspension of temporality. 

 

Theatricality, Absorption, Focalization 

 

Let me recapitulate the main aspects of Fried’s concept of theatricality, which I have 

already presented in the introduction: according to Fried, theatricality is 

characterized by the acknowledgement of the relationship between the work and its 

perceiver and awareness of the temporality of experience. Theatrical works assert 

their presence as objects to be perceived; they explicitly invite their spectators to look 

at them, and thus make them aware of being the subjects looking. They also draw 

attention to the fact that this act of perception takes place in time, that it has 

duration. In “Art and Objecthood,” the essay where the concept was first formulated, 

theatricality is contrasted with the absence of a relationship between the work and its 

perceiver, and with “presentness” as the state of suspension of temporality, a 

situation in which “at every moment the work itself is wholly manifest” (Fried 1968, 145, 

italics in original).   

 Fried developed the complementary concept of absorption, which is only 

implicitly present in “Art and Objecthood,” in his 1980 book Absorption and 

Theatricality: Painting and Beholder in the Age of Diderot. Absorption is theorized here 

as a strategy to obliterate the relationship between the observer and a work of art. 

Fried concentrates on French painting of the mid-eighteenth century to argue that it 

was around this time that a fundamental change of consciousness in the relationship 

between painting and beholder took place: “The primordial convention that 

paintings are made to be beheld, emerged as problematic for painting as never 

before” (Fried 1980, 93). According to Fried, this change was most poignantly 

articulated in the writings of Denis Diderot, who addressed this paradigm shift not 

only in painting but also in drama. Diderot argued that an open acknowledgement of 

                                                 
6 Bleeker herself has demonstrated the applicability of her theorization of positioning in the 
theatre to opera in her analysis of four different stagings of Mozart’s Entführung aus dem Serail 
(Bleeker 2008, 178-198). 
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the basic condition of spectatorship—the painting or drama’s awareness of the 

beholder—is “theatrical,” which he condemned as synonymous with falseness. The 

success of both arts, in Fried’s words, is “held to depend upon whether or not 

painter and dramatist are able to undo that state of affairs, to detheatricalize beholding 

and so make it once again a mode of access to truth and conviction” (Fried 1980, 104, 

italics in original). For Diderot, the way to achieve this was to treat the beholder as if 

he or she were not there. Strategies of absorption are thus based on what Fried terms 

the “supreme fiction” of the absence of the very beholder these strategies seek to 

draw into the world of representation. In order to persuade the beholder of its 

truthfulness, the work of art has to make them forget their position in front of it. The 

effect of absorption is culturally and historically contingent and may be achieved by 

various means, the successfulness of which may wane in time. When these means 

become obvious, absorption turns into its reverse—theatricality.7 

 It has often been argued that film is a medium particularly predisposed to 

“detheatricalize beholding.” Fried himself suggested that cinema is the one art that 

by its very nature escapes theatricality entirely, providing “a welcome and absorbing 

refuge to sensibilities at war with theatre and theatricality” (Fried 1968, 141). It is also 

in terms similar to those of theatricality and absorption that the difference between 

theatre and film spectatorship has sometimes been articulated. The film scholar 

Christian Metz evokes Émile Benveniste’s distinction between story and discourse to 

argue that while theatre is dependent on “the to-and-fro movement between I and 

you,” on “the never-ending alternation of its two sides: active/passive, 

subject/object, seeing/being seen” (Metz 1982, 94), cinema erases its discursive basis 

and masquerades as story. As the film’s discourse becomes invisible, the story 

appears as telling itself—it bears the stamp of external reality. Both theatre and film 

are exhibitionist, made to be watched, but the film aptly conceals this fact, and it is 

thus ultimately voyeuristic.8 As Laura Mulvey puts it, “Although the film is really 

                                                 
7 In its concentration on the relationship between the work and its beholder, my summary 
reflects Bleeker’s reading of Fried. 
8 According to Metz, film is based on a disavowal: it is exhibitionist, made to be watched, but 
its mechanism of satisfaction “relies on my awareness that the object I am watching is 
unaware of being watched” (Metz 1982, 95). It knows that it is being watched, and yet it does 
not want to know. As Metz explains, the one who knows and the one who doesn’t are not 
completely indistinguishable: “The one who knows is the cinema, the institution (and its 
presence in every film, in the shape of discourse which is behind the fiction); the one who 
doesn’t want to know is the film, the text (in its final version): the story” (Metz 1982, 95, italics 
in original). 
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being shown, is there to be seen, conditions of screening and narrative conventions 

give the spectator an illusion of looking in on a private world” (Mulvey 1984, 363).9 

 In relation to the issue of positioning more specifically, it has been suggested that 

film has better tools than the theatre to guide the spectators’ attention. Mulvey 

argues that it is the cinema’s capability of “shifting the emphasis of the look . . . of 

varying it and exposing it” that makes it different from theatre (Mulvey 1984, 372). In 

parallel to this argument, some theatre scholars have insisted that theatre allows its 

spectators a freer rein than the cinematic apparatus. As there is no camera to 

determine their perspective, the spectators have a greater freedom of choice on what 

to focus their attention. This is also the reason cited to explain why intermedial 

theatre abandoned the logic of drama. In a formulation evocative of Bolter and 

Grusin’s principle of remediation, Kattenbelt suggests that the dramatic function of 

theatre was successfully taken over by film because “film defines more clearly the 

position of the film spectator as that of an anonymous and invisible witness” (2006, 

37).10 This allowed theatre to abandon its illusionistic ambitions, and instead of 

creating the illusion of reality to concentrate on the “reality of illusion” (37). This 

argument complements the stress on multiplicity in the intermedial theatre that I 

discussed above; it suggests that the freedom of choice it offers its spectators is made 

possible not only by the multiplicity of media it incorporates but also by theatre’s 

own inherent properties.  

I do not want to underrate the difference between theatre and cinema, yet 

stressing their dissimilarities tends to mask the common ground of the techniques 

they employ to shape the relationship between the audience and the screen or stage. 

                                                 
9 In chapter one, I relied on Owens (1984) to evoke Benveniste’s distinction between story and 
discourse and to suggest that the allegorical reading that hypermedial opera incites takes 
place within the regime of discourse. Shoshana Felman (2003) speaks of an invitation to “a 
feast of language” (72) when dealing with the performative effects that emerge from such a 
discursive situation. Metz too uses the metaphor of feast: referring to an episode from 
Proust’s A la Recherche du temps perdu, he likens the mechanism of story in the cinema to “the 
poor of Balbec watching the guests of the grand hotel having their meals,” while they are 
standing on the street, faces pressed to the glass. As Metz points out, this is a feast that is not 
shared; “it is a furtive feast and not a festive feast” (Metz 1982, 96).  
10 Gay McAuley argues that it is due to the physical realities of theatre that the spectatorial 
position typical of mainstream film cannot be achieved in the theatre: 

Even if it can be argued that spectators in the contemporary theatre, sitting in a 
darkened auditorium, are aspiring to the condition of being a “viewpoint and nothing 
more,” I would reply that the theatre always resists this reduction. In the theatre the 
scopic drive is always being subverted or displaced, either because the reality of the 
actors’ bodies and the performance space intrude themselves, thereby disrupting the 
fiction, or through the periodic return to the social due to the physical presence of other 
spectators… (McAuley 2000, 239) 
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To put it bluntly, it is not that theatre is automatically theatrical and cinema 

absorptive. The concepts of theatricality and absorption, as I understand them 

following Fried and Bleeker, are analytical tools that work beyond the opposition of 

theatre and cinema, and are able to tackle mechanisms operative in both. Fried 

suggests the possibility to understand these concepts as more general principles 

relevant to diverse arts and media in modernity when he indicates that the paradigm 

shift recognized by Diderot in relation to painting and drama was “only the opening 

phase of a larger evolution,” the repercussions of which have resonated not only in 

representational art but also in abstract modernism (Fried 1980, 5). He thus bridges 

the historical gap between his discussion of absorption and his earlier essay (Fried 

1968), where he identifies similar principles not only in modernist painting and 

sculpture but also in film and theatre (Brecht and Artaud specifically). Analogically, 

Bleeker identifies aesthetic strategies aiming at absorption in both dramatic theatre of 

the past and its more recent deconstruction.11 It needs to be emphasized, however, 

that while absorption may be understood as a more general principle of “managing 

attention” in modernity,12 the specific strategies of persuasion change over time and, 

as Bleeker accentuates, the effect of absorption is ultimately the result of an 

interaction between a work of art produced at a particular time and place, and a 

historically and culturally specific viewer (Bleeker 2008, 22). 

While theatre may lack the flexibility of the cinematic apparatus, Bleeker’s 

theorization of looking in the theatre makes it clear that there is more at stake in 

shaping the relationship between the perceiver and the perceived than simply the 

positioning and movement of the camera and the editing process. Mulvey recognizes 

that there are three different looks operative in cinema: that of the camera as it 

records the profilmic event, that of the audience as it watches the final product, and 

that of the characters at each other within the screen illusion. She points out that the 

conventions of narrative film deny the first two looks and subordinate them to the 

third: “Without these two absences . . . fictional drama cannot achieve reality, 

obviousness, and truth” (Mulvey 1984, 373). As Mulvey demonstrates, it is by means 

of the looks of the onscreen figures that the look of the spectators is mediated. While 

theatre lacks the first of these three looks, it is constituted by the latter two. Like 

                                                 
11 As I have already pointed out in the introduction, performance, understood as 
deconstruction of theatre, was theorized, in reliance on Fried, in terms similar to abstract 
modernism (Féral 1982, Pontbriand 1982). 
12 Bleeker historically situates her discussion of absorption in relation to Jonathan Crary’s 
theorization of “managing attention” in the late modern period (Crary 1999). 
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cinema, it may strive to achieve “reality, obviousness, and truth” by means of 

denying the look of the audience (as Diderot so forcefully demands). And, in the 

theatre too, the spectators’ attention may be guided with the help of onstage figures. 

Moreover, as I will underline in my analysis of Rosa, the possibility of shifting the 

emphasis of the perceiver’s attention, of varying it and exposing it (to paraphrase 

Mulvey), is not limited to visual means in either cinema or theater. 

The concept of focalization, proposed by Bleeker, proves useful for approaching 

the way the spectator-auditors’ attention is managed in hypermedial opera. The 

concept was developed in narratology to account for the agent who “sees” as 

distinguished from the agent who “narrates.”13 As Mieke Bal explains, the concept 

reflects the basic condition of storytelling that 

 

Whenever events are presented they are always presented from within a certain 

“vision.” A point of view is chosen, a certain way of seeing things, a certain angle, 

whether “real” historical facts are concerned or fictitious events. (Bal 1997, 142) 

    

Bleeker (2002, 2008) has adopted the concept for the theory of looking in the theatre 

to define the position that mediates between the theatrical event and its audience. 

This position is implied by the address the theatrical performance presents to its 

spectators, and thus forms an integral part of how the relationship between the stage 

and the audience is established. According to Bleeker, the concept of focalization is 

particularly suited for these purposes, because it draws attention to both the position 

from which things are perceived and how this position shapes our relationship to 

what is presented on stage. 

 By means of focalization, the spectator is invited to take up a position presented 

by the work and to see as if from there. The result, however, is not identification with 

a character; rather, it involves identification with a subjective position, whereby the 

spectator adopts a specific perspective on what is (re)presented on stage. Following 

Bal, Bleeker identifies two types of focalization in the theatre: internal and external. 

Internal focalizers are the onstage figures who direct the attention of the audience. An 

external focalizer is the anonymous agent through whose eyes the audience sees the 

performance. Although the concept of focalization was primarily formulated in 

visual terms, Bleeker recognizes that the process of mediation that it describes 

involves a multimedia address presented by the whole aesthetic logic of the 

                                                 
13 The term was introduced by Gérard Genette (1972). 
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theatrical event and a “seer” who is involved through various perceptual systems 

(2008, 20). In other words, focalization involves more than “looks” or visual gestures. 

In my understanding, the concept is able to account for a “point of experience” more 

generally, as it is articulated by means of both sight and sound.14 This understanding 

is particularly relevant to both opera and cinema, where music works as a powerful 

means of focalization.  

 As long as focalization remains hidden, the audiovisual event may appear as 

existing independently from any particular point of experience, in other words, 

unmediated. The spell is broken when the way in which this position mediates 

between the stage and the audience is brought to awareness. Bleeker describes the 

act of focalization as an invitation to “step inside,” by means of which the audience is 

released from their embodied viewpoint in the auditorium to get closer to the stage 

world. As a result, the relationship between what is seen and who is seeing becomes 

obscured, and the effect of absorption may take place. When this act of “drawing in” 

becomes visible, the audience is, metaphorically speaking, returned to their seats, 

and the situation becomes openly theatrical. 

 
Figure 5: Madame de Vries, aka the Investigatrix addressing the audience. From Rosa: A Horse 
Drama (1994). Photo Deen van Meer. 
                                                 
14 The concept of focalization is applicable not only to theatre but also to other media and art 
forms. With regard to cinema, the mediation of the spectators’ look by means of onscreen 
figures that Mulvey theorizes may be understood as an act of internal focalization, while the 
point of view offered by the cinematic apparatus alone may be approached in terms of 
external focalization. 
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The opera Rosa starts with an explicit address to the audience: “Let me describe 

the stage.” This address, which opens a series of descriptions of the stage, the set and 

the characters, is first vocalized by an invisible chorus and then taken over by 

Madame de Vries (later known as the Investigatrix) who orchestrates these 

descriptions onstage [Figure 5]. By means of this open address, the opera performs a 

gesture typical of Brechtian theatre: by breaking the “fourth wall,” it frames what 

there is to be seen and heard on stage as theatre, and highlights the distance between 

the stage and the auditorium. Moreover, the act of focalization performed by both 

the chorus and Madame de Vries is here openly acknowledged. It is played up by 

Madame de Vries onstage, who works as an internal focalizor, while the chorus may 

be understood as the anonymous (and invisible) agent of external focalization. 

A direct address to the audience that foregrounds the theatrical nature of the 

situation may be considered commonplace in contemporary theatre, and it may also 

be argued that opera always draws attention to the act of performance, by virtue of 

its medium of song. As Peter Kivy put it, opera elicits both a “representational 

attitude” and a “concert attitude”: we attend both to a character in a drama making 

an expressive utterance and a singer giving a performance (1994, 67-68). However, 

awareness of the medium, typical of hypermediacy more generally, does not prevent 

the effect of absorption—as I have already pointed out, it is not a matter of 

illusionism. And neither is absorption forestalled by creating a distance between the 

stage and the auditorium, associated with Brechtian theatre. I will return to both 

these points in the course of this chapter. At this point, let me illuminate the latter 

with reference to the traditional role of the chorus, to which the use of the chorus in 

Rosa may be related. 

As Patrice Pavis indicates, the chorus is an epic technique used to create distance 

and to set up for the spectator another, “ideal spectator” or judge of the action (1998, 

54, with reference to Schlegel). As Pavis observes, however, the use of the chorus 

presupposes the possibility of “total identification” of the “real” spectator with the 

values transmitted by the “ideal” spectator; the chorus must be accepted “as an 

autonomous world with rules known to all that we do not question once we have 

agreed to submit to them” (1998, 55). When this is not the case, the chorus is 

criticized as being unrealistic. In other words, in spite of the distance that it creates, 

“stepping between the passions with its composing views” (Pavis 1998, 54, quoting 

from Schiller’s preface to The Bride of Messina), the act of focalization that the chorus 

performs must remain hidden. The “ideal spectator” is the position that mediates 
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between the audience and the theatrical event, and what Pavis describes is an effect 

of absorption, where the perspective that the chorus offers simply appears as “how it 

is” (hence its “realism”). While the invisible chorus in Rosa, if used alone, might 

approach this role, Madame de Vries’ performance on stage, based on the same lines, 

makes the act of focalization explicit (in the course of the opera, this is supported by 

her entanglement in the events she comments on).  

Overall, Rosa plays with the possibility to shift between theatricality and 

absorption. Madame de Vries signals a possible change of what, at the beginning of 

the opera, appears as an unequivocally theatrical relationship between the stage and 

the audience when she declares that “We are to leave the opera house and go to the 

cinema.” Soon afterwards, the “inner drama” of the opera starts to unfold: Rosa, a 

composer of music for Hollywood Western movies who loves his horse more than he 

loves his fiancée Esmeralda, is shot dead. Madame de Vries’ call to “go to the 

cinema” may be interpreted as an implicit invitation to “step inside.” It suggests that 

the audience may change their relation to the events on stage, that they may be 

“drawn in,” adopting the absorptive spectatorial attitude associated with 

mainstream cinema.  

 

Going to the Cinema (Without Leaving the Opera) 

 

The declared transition from theatre to cinema deserves some attention. At first, it 

appears as part of the descriptions of the set, and a gesture of disclosure of the 

workings of the incorporated medium of film. The announcement that we are to go 

to the cinema is immediately followed by the description of a film screen that is sewn 

together from four soiled double-bed sheets (the origin of the stains in the bodily 

fluids of the two lovers is expounded at quite some length at the beginning of the 

opera). The presence of this film screen is grounded in the diegesis—it is the screen 

on which the composer Rosa watches Western movies. In this sense, the 

announcement may simply be taken to draw attention to the materiality of the film 

screen as the basis for cinematic illusion.   

 Moreover, Rosa seems rather far from the conventions of mainstream cinema. As I 

have suggested in the introduction, hypermedial opera is more akin to the “cinema 

of attractions” theorized by Gunning (1990), which, unlike the mainstream narrative 

cinema, is quite openly exhibitionist (to put it in Metz’s terms). Gunning, who 

concentrates on the early period of cinema before narrative film became the standard 
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of the movie industry, points out that such cinema was more interested in presenting 

“attractions” to the audience than telling a story. It directly solicited the spectator’s 

attention, not least by means of recurring look at the camera by actors, who thus 

established contact with the audience. It is this direct address to the audience, “in 

which an attraction is offered to the spectator by a cinema showman,” that in 

Gunning’s view defines this approach to filmmaking:  

 

Theatrical display dominates over narrative absorption emphasizing the direct 

stimulation of shock or surprise at the expense of unfolding a story or creating a 

diegetic universe. . . . [I]ts energy moves outward towards an acknowledged spectator 

rather than inward towards the character-based situations essential to classical 

narrative. (Gunning 1990, 59)   

 

 This reads like a fitting overall description of Rosa, with its excessive display and 

over-the-top tricks. Moreover, as Rose Theresa (2002) has demonstrated, it was in the 

era of the cinema of attractions that some of the most productive encounters between 

opera and cinema took place, and Rosa appears to evoke this tradition. The figure of 

Madame de Vries may be perceived as one of the most obvious points of contact. 

With her apparent capacity to conjure up scenery and exert power over the events, 

she embodies the function of the showman or magician of early cinema on the 

operatic stage. In chapter one, I suggested that she is “playing the devil,” and as 

Greg Giesekam notes, it was exactly the association of magic and devilry that 

intrigued the early filmmakers (Giesekam 2007, 30). According to Theresa, this is also 

the reason why they were particularly attracted to Gounod’s opera Faust, where the 

figure of Méphistophélès “embodies a fantasy of mastery over the very technology—

the stage, settings, lighting, and even the orchestra—that realizes the opera in 

performance” (Theresa 2002, 5).15 

 Theresa evokes Judith Mayne’s concept of “primitive narrator” to account for the 

function of Méphistophélès in the early cinematic adaptations of the opera. Mayne 

coins the term to designate the characters “who appear to direct, mediate, or 

otherwise act out the visual pleasures of the cinematic scene.” As she explains, “they 

are objects of the camera’s view at the same time that they act out the emerging 

visual and narrative capacities of the film medium” (Mayne 1990, 138 quoted in 

                                                 
15 In the sense that I have used the trope of “playing the devil” in chapter one, following 
Felman (2003), Madame de Vries’ performance ultimately subverts her apparent mastery. In 
this sense, it plays on the devil’s proverbial unreliability, the aspect of play in his act. 
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Theresa 2002, 9). While the way these characters embody the organizing agency 

behind what is presented on stage or screen may warrant their interpretation as 

narrators, in their capacity to direct attention (as described by Mayne) they may 

rather be approached as focalizors. The figure of Méphistophélès may be understood 

as both cinematic and operatic predecessor of Madame de Vries, as they embody the 

same function. Not only do they mediate the relationship between the audience and 

the stage or screen but they also draw attention to this act of mediation.  

 Thus, if Rosa declares its alliance with cinema, it is this early, spectacular kind—

which in turn exploited the most spectacular aspects of nineteenth-century opera—

that it most obviously relates to.16 Mainstream narrative cinema then appears at best 

as one of the dominant modes of representation the workings of which the opera 

exposes. But like the demonstration of the workings of perspective that I have 

discussed above, the possibility of exposure is problematized here. As I have already 

mentioned, the announcement that we are to go to the cinema may be related to the 

“inner drama” of the opera and interpreted as a warning that we might become 

absorbed. It is not possible to speak of a clear-cut transition from the spectacle of the 

stage descriptions to the narrative of the opera’s story; like the stories of the cinema 

of attractions, the inner drama of Rosa might be understood as a mere pretext for 

further spectacular effects. Nevertheless, I suggest that a change in the relationship 

between the stage and the audience may take place here. The transition from the 

theatrical frame to the inner drama is chiefly articulated by means of music, and the 

relationship between sound and image changes accordingly. For its inner drama, 

Rosa relates to absorptive strategies of both mainstream cinema and opera, and while 

it may be argued that these strategies are exposed in the opera, they are still able to 

produce absorptive effects.  

 

“… creeps in with music” 

 

Roughly speaking, there are two types of music in Rosa. The descriptions of the 

stage—as well as the investigation of Rosa’s murder—is supported by music that is 

mainly derived from Andriessen’s earlier composition called “Hout” (Wood). It is 

characterized by pounding rhythm and steady tempo, gradually evolving from a 

small, melodically and rhythmically pronounced motif. Dominated by a single fast-

                                                 
16 It is significant that the early filmmakers turned to the genre of French Grand opera, which 
is one of the most spectacular genres in the entire operatic history.    
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moving line initially placed in the saxophones, it is rhythmically irregular and 

harmonically edgy (with a profusion of seconds, sevenths and ninths). Even though 

it may superficially resemble “minimalist” music, it is not repetitive, and the process 

of its unfolding is rather unpredictable. It thus does not allow the listener to “settle 

in” but rather sustains a level of tension, producing a sense of alertness that draws 

attention to the music’s unfolding. As a result, the music seems to stand aloof from 

the proceedings on stage as well as the text that describes them. In fact, the 

instrumental pounding at times overwhelms the vocal lines, rendering the sung text 

almost unintelligible. It is music that does not illustrate or characterize, it simply 

seems to run its course. The music that articulates the inner drama is markedly 

different. It is dominated by melody and the vocal line, and it is rhythmically much 

more regular. Moreover, it is highly quotational, referring to the idiom of classical 

music as well as film music, and particularly the Hollywood Western. It relates to a 

more conventionalized form of musical expression, and it thus strikes a closer 

relationship with image and text. 

 It is possible to argue that the two types of music in Rosa generally differ in terms 

of their temporality. Temporality in Western music has often been theorized as 

bichronic; the terms of the bichrony, however, differ from author to author. 

Raymond Monelle (2000) proposes a distinction between “lyric” and “progressive” 

time that I find particularly relevant for the issue at hand. According to Monelle, the 

lyric time, which may be associated with perception of melody, refers to experience 

in which music is heard as if all at once—musical continuity “melts” into intuitive 

unity (2000, 87). Progressive time, on the other hand, refers to the experience of 

movement, the feeling of propulsion, and is often articulated by means of “rushing 

and running passages” of asymmetrical construction (Monelle 2000, 103, quoting 

Riepel). Monelle’s distinction strongly resonates with Michael Fried’s understanding 

of the different temporalities of theatrical and anti-theatrical art: while the theatrical 

art draws attention to the temporal dimension of its perception, the art that defeats 

theatricality does so by means of suspending temporality (“at every moment the work 

itself is wholly manifest”). In Rosa, the music of the descriptions draws attention to its 

temporal unfolding, and its general characteristics correspond with Monelle’s 

definition of progressive time. The music of the inner drama comes close to 

Monelle’s lyrical time not only thanks to its stress on melody but also due to its 

formal structuring. The inner drama is chiefly articulated by means of self-contained 

arias sung by the central two characters of Rosa and Esmeralda, which 
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predominantly draw on traditional musical forms and are often clearly separated 

from their musical surroundings.17 

 Monelle argues that in relation to nineteenth-century music, the difference 

between lyric and progressive time may be conceptualized in terms of the distinction 

between narrative and description, or what he terms structure and genre. The 

passages of genre may be understood as moments of “verisimilitude” that, however, 

is produced by elements of the genre itself rather than dependent on resemblance to 

an outward reality. As Monelle points out, following Michael Riffaterre, 

verisimilitude presupposes the reader’s complicity in the genre, his or her tacit 

acceptance of the genre’s strategies. In music, genre is responsible for “the subjective 

moments of expression” that “liberate themselves from the continuum of time” 

(Monelle 2000, 121, quoting Adorno 1994, 56). Narrative or structure, on the other 

hand, is perceived as the source of formal coherence, and serves as a framing device 

for these moments of “emotional truth” (2000, 139). In this understanding, 

verisimilitude is the result of conventional signs in the (musical) text to which the 

reader (listener) responds. Monelle’s theorizations make it possible to understand 

Rosa’s absorptive effects in relation to a particular musical articulation of suspension 

of temporality, achieved by way of evoking a musical idiom that may be interpreted 

in terms of “genre.” His reference to Riffaterre underlines the fact that the effect of 

absorption concerns a “truthfulness” of representation that does not rest on its 

relation to reality.18 

 The inner drama of Rosa is repeatedly interrupted by incursions of descriptions 

and enumerations of stage properties (or clues to Rosa’s murder) and the “lyric” 

temporality of the music is alternated with the “progressive” one. This oscillation has 

a double effect. On the one hand, it brings out the changes in musical temporality 

and the means through which they are articulated. On the other hand, it helps the 

music’s absorptive strategies become more effective. As Monelle observes, one of the 

effects of music in progressive time is to “throw attention away from itself and on to 
                                                 
17 Rosa’s “Music for each leg of the horse” is a ternary form with an instrumental introduction 
(i a b a’), followed by instrumental “horse music.” Esmeralda’s “Dear Mama I am sad” is a 
song with an introduction and four stanzas that vary the same material derived from a walz 
by Johannes Brahms and all end with the same refrain (to the words “Your loving daughter, 
Esmeralda”). The form of Esmeralda’s “I am here too” may be schematized as follows (the 
numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of bars in each section): i (18), a (12) a’ (14) b (18) 
a’’ (13). 
18 As Bleeker has observed with respect to perspective, it is its ability to produce an effect of 
an “eternal moment of disclosed presence” (Bleeker 2008, 12, after Bryson 1983), rather than a 
correspondence between image and reality, that is responsible for its being perceived as 
convincing and “truthful.” 
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the themes [melodies]” (2000, 109). In Rosa, the Hout-derived music draws attention 

to its own unfolding while it also helps the arias of the inner drama to stand out. We 

get the first taste of the music’s absorptive capacities during the first significant 

disruption of the “rushing and running” music of the descriptions, in a “lyric” 

setting of the line “Slowly a little nocturnal light creeps in with music”—as if we 

have not heard any music up to that point. After some fifteen minutes of the 

propulsive, tension-filled “descriptive” music, the ground is set for the absorptive 

effects of the arias. In this way, while absorption appears fragile in Rosa, always 

threatening to flip over into theatricality, the open theatricality of the descriptions 

and enumerations constantly reminds us of our “desire for immediacy.”19  

 

Do You Want to Be Absorbed? 

 

Let me now pay closer attention to Rosa’s and Esmeralda’s arias. I will start with 

Rosa’s central number, “Music for each leg of the horse,” where we almost literally 

“go to the cinema.” As the film scholar Claudia Gorbman (1987) and others have 

observed, music in narrative cinema acts as a “suturing” device. It helps obscure the 

technological nature of film discourse and lessens awareness of the frame. It draws 

the spectator further into the diegetic illusion. Gorbman recognizes that music 

shapes our perception of the narrative, that it “guides the spectator’s vision both 

literally and figuratively” (1987, 11)—in other words, that it has the ability to 

focalize. Gorbman argues that, in order to be effective, film music must be as 

unobtrusive as possible; it supports the invisible discourse of narrative cinema by 

means of “unheard melodies” (Gorbman 1987). The chief way to achieve such 

unobtrusiveness is to rely on conventionalized forms of musical expression, for the 

most part derived from the idiom of classical music—the idiom in relation to which 

Monelle formulated his observations concerning the “lyrical” temporality and the 

effects of “genre.” 

 The character Rosa personifies the practice of “classical” film scoring, in which 

Gorbman grounds her argument, and since he is a composer of music for Hollywood 

                                                 
19 There is an interesting instance in which the Hout-derived music helps articulate the inner 
story. It is to its sounds that Rosa is chased and shot by the two cowboys who appear on his 
film screen. This scene (Scene Eight of the opera) testifies to how easily the music can change 
its function in a particular constellation with the image. The “rushing and running” of Hout 
becomes here the perfect chase music. Moreover, this change in the music’s function also 
helps subvert the seeming “objectivity” or literalness of the theatrical frame, which I have 
discussed in chapter one.  
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Westerns, it is predominantly “horse music” (evoking the trotting and galloping of 

horses) that we can hear in the opera.20 “Music for each leg of the horse” is an aria 

about composing music for Hollywood movies, yet it is at the same time the film 

music that Rosa composes. At first, it may be heard in relation to a film that Rosa 

watches on the screen sewn from bed sheets. In the course of the aria, however, more 

images of cowboys and horses appear on smaller projection screens, and the scene 

culminates with the back of the stage opening up to uncover a large projection screen 

filled with larger-than-life cowboys and horses [Figure 6]. The filmic imagery now 

dominates the stage (both Rosa and his horse appear miniscule in comparison to the 

cowboys and horses on screen), and the music may easily be heard as the soundtrack 

to those filmic images, as Rosa’s aria gives way to instrumental “horse music.” 

Thanks to the mimetic nature of the music, the relationship between the music and 

the images is quite tight. Needless to say, in Rosa, film is staged as well as screened,21 

which draws attention to the visual medium. And as the music is played “live,” 

being part of the opera’s score, it is hardly “inaudible.” But what I am concerned 

with here, again, is how a point of experience is offered to the spectator-auditors, and 

the possibility of its becoming obscured. 

Gorbman distinguishes between two kinds of subjective positioning fostered by 

music in mainstream film. She speaks of “identification” music and “spectacle” 

music, each having different codes and functions. While the former works to draw 

the spectator in and not to be heard, the latter is more prone to be noticed, since it 

“punctuates a pause in narrative movement in order to externalize, make a 

commentary on it” (1987, 68). It invites the spectator to contemplate, helping to make 

a spectacle of the images it accompanies: “It evokes a larger-than-life dimension 

which, rather than involving us in the narrative, places us in contemplation of it” (68, 

italics in original). Gorbman’s categorization is strongly reminiscent of Laura 

Mulvey’s (1984) distinction between narrative and spectacle as two different modes 

of address in cinema, two distinct ways in which the cinema implicates the spectator. 

As Rose Theresa aptly summarizes it: 

                                                 
20 The music mainly draws on American Western movies of the 1950s, which Andriessen saw 
as a child, and it also references Ennio Morricone’s music to Sergio Leone’s Once Upon a Time 
in the West, especially in its use of harmonica. On the composer’s relationship to “cowboy 
films,” see Andriessen (2002, 247-8). 
21 As Kattenbelt emphasizes in his discussion of intermediality in the theatre, “as components 
of a live performance, film, television and video recordings are not only screened, but also 
and at the same time staged” (2006, 37). 
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Figure 6: Larger-than-life cowboys and horses on screen. From Rosa: A Horse Drama (1994). 
Photo Deen van Meer. 

 

With spectacle, there is a sense of direct rapport, an immediacy that invites a merging 

of spectator and screen image. But, at the same time, the experience of spectacle is 

necessarily predicated on separation: the spectacle is experienced primarily as other 

than the spectator. . . .  

Narrative operations, on the other hand, are effected through an initial sense of 

sameness and belonging. . . . In other words, where spectacle addresses the spectator in 

a way that says “look at me and see me from where you are,” narrative says “look with 

me and see what I see from where I am.” (Theresa 2002, 2-3, italics in original)22 

 

According to this distinction, the “Music for each leg of the horse” scene operates 

within the mode of spectacle, and thus comes close to the address that Madame de 

Vries (along with the chorus) presents at the beginning of the opera. But while there 

the act of focalization is openly acknowledged, here the invitation to look and listen 

in a specific way is more surreptitious, capitalizing on a conventionalized, cinematic 

coupling of sound and image (horse music for contemplation of cowboys and 

horses). As both Mulvey and Gorbman recognize, mainstream cinema skillfully 
                                                 
22 Mulvey, who is interested in how spectacle and narrative structure and are structured by 
sexual difference and who theorizes the male gaze in the cinema, understands spectacle in 
terms of separation of the erotic identity of the subject from the object on the screen (the one 
who looks is male, the one who is being looked at is female), while narrative is based on the 
spectator’s recognition of his like, on his identification with the same (the male spectator 
identifies with the male protagonist on the screen). One of the chief points of critique leveled 
at Mulvey’s theory is that it does not account for female spectatorship. I touch upon the issue 
of female spectatorship and its relation to my theorization of opera as hypermedium in 
chapters three and four. 
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combines spectacle and narrative. What distinguishes narrative cinema from the 

cinema of attractions is not the latter’s proclivity towards spectacular display at the 

expense of storytelling but rather the openness with which it addresses its spectators. 

I have evoked the distinction between spectacle and narrative in relation to this scene 

in order to emphasize that it is not the “looking with” as opposed to “looking at” that 

defines absorption and theatricality respectively. Although spectacle may be more 

prone to draw attention to the relationship between the audience and the stage or 

screen, here too the point of experience may become obscured and the spectator-

auditors may be drawn closer to the stage world.  

The only time when the invitation to “look with me” is extended by way of music 

in Rosa, is in Esmeralda’s arias. To my mind, these are potentially the most 

absorptive moments of the whole opera. Esmeralda’s arias are phrased as letters to 

her mother, and recount the emotional perils of her relationship with Rosa. 

Esmeralda is the only character in the opera with any emotional depth, which she 

arguably receives from the music Andriessen wrote for her. It may even be argued 

that her character undergoes a certain development in the course of the opera: Her 

first aria, which she sings in the guise of “The Blond Woman” amidst the stage 

descriptions of Scene Two, introduces the first “horse music” in the opera to the 

words “I have slept with him, Mama, a hundred ways.” For her second aria, the 

blond woman has already been transformed into Esmeralda (she is stripped of her 

clothes and loses the blond wig), yet continues to play naive. To the melody of a 

waltz by Johannes Brahms, which firmly anchors the aria within the realm of 

classical music, she expresses the wish to become a horse for her lover: “Dear Mama, 

I am sad for I love him. But I should be an animal, he says.”23 In this aria, she still 

pleads with her mother not to tell her two brothers. After Rosa’s big aria that is all 

about his horse, however, Esmeralda starts to lose her patience: “I am here. I am here 

too. Mother, tell him I am here,” sung to a transformed version of the main motif 

from Rosa’s aria. And after an interruption consisting in a description of sound 

effects used in Western movies, Esmeralda returns with the angry: “You love your 

horse more than you’ll ever love me. Hurry brothers, and catch this adulterer with 

horses.” This chain of events ultimately leads to Rosa’s murder by two cowboys who 

have appeared on his film screen, and who may as well be Esmeralda’s brothers. 

                                                 
23 This is the melody that returns in an altered form in the “I am riding” scene that I discussed 
in chapter one. 
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 Esmeralda’s two key arias (“Dear Mama, I am sad” and “I am here too”) may be 

interpreted in relation to the Italianate operatic tradition.24 Following the demands of 

operatic dramaturgy, they depict the emotions stirred by the dramatic incidents 

rather than the incidents themselves. The fact that they are phrased as letters signals 

a high level of intimacy—they are clearly expressions of Esmeralda’s interiority. In a 

series of expanded significant moments, the arias make it possible to trace 

Esmeralda’s emotional trajectory, from dependence to despair to anger. Rosa’s inner 

drama is a drama of affects, not actions, and true to the dramatic principles of opera, 

the constellation of characters expressed in the arias “reveals the fundamental 

emotional structure concealed under the surface of the action” (Dahlhaus 1989a, 96). 

Yet, it is chiefly from Esmeralda’s point of experience that we perceive the situation. 

Rosa’s aria provides a certain insight into the composer’s infatuation with his horse, 

but because it is at the same time “horse music” for film it is far from the expression 

of emotional inwardness achieved in Esmeralda’s arias. Thus, thanks to her music, 

Esmeralda acts as an internal focalizor who invites us to “step inside” and to take up 

her position, to perceive the inner drama of the opera from her perspective.25 

Still, the claim that operatic arias invite absorption may seem somewhat 

contradictory, due to the basic convention of the genre that makes the characters 

express themselves in song rather than speech. As I have already mentioned, it may 

be argued that in opera, we tend to be very much aware of the act of performance. 

Peter Kivy suggests that this may be ascribed to the “relative opacity” of the operatic 

medium of song: “Nowhere are we more perceptually aware of medium, and less of 

content, than in opera and music drama” (1994, 67). As he recognizes, however, this 

only matters if we approach opera with “the hard-nosed operatic ‘metaphysician,’” 

who would insist that the ontological status of singing in opera is that of a medium 

of representation of speech (66). Whereas this may be the “ontological truth,” the 

“experiential truth” is rather different: 

 

                                                 
24 I am relying on Dahlhaus (1989a,b) here, who understands Italian opera as the model of 
operatic dramaturgy more generally (as distinguished from the Wagnerian music drama). 
25 As Bleeker put it within the context of reading a specific staging of Mozart’s Entführung aus 
dem Serail, in such a case, “music acts as a kind of focalizor, inviting the audience to take up a 
position in relation to the situation represented on stage;” it is “the position of a ‘you’ who 
can hear what an ‘I’ on stage feels and, through the music, is addressed with the invitation to 
‘take up’ the position of this ‘I’” (Bleeker 2008, 193).   
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The opacity of the operatic medium . . . is such that what we hear is characters 

expressing themselves not in speech represented by the medium of music but 

expressing themselves in the medium, the music itself. (Kivy 1994, 68, italics in original) 

 

Kivy’s reasoning supports the point that the effect of absorption is not contingent on 

transparency of the medium. It may also occur within the context of hypermedia 

which draw attention to the medium or media and where “the illusion of realistic 

representation is somehow stretched or altogether ruptured” (Bolter and Grusin 

1999, 34), as in the case of opera. What matters here is the “experiential truth” that 

makes it possible to hear musical performance as a convincing (or “truthful”) 

expression of the characters’ inner thoughts and feelings. For this to happen, 

however, the audience must be addressed in a specific way by the whole aesthetic 

logic of the event. In the case of the operatic tradition that Esmeralda’s arias relate to, 

this involves situating the characters within a drama of affects, and a specific type of 

musical expression of these affects. As I suggested above, following Monelle (2000), 

Andriessen’s music evokes a musical idiom within the context of which Esmeralda’s 

arias may be understood as instances of “genre” that work as moments of 

“emotional truth.”  

While it may be argued that the opera Rosa exposes these traditional operatic 

strategies, it also uses them effectively to offer the spectator-auditors a point of 

experience on what is presented on stage. Similarly, it may be argued, with respect to 

the tradition of film scoring that Rosa’s aria relates to, that it makes the “unheard 

melodies” audible, to use Gorbman’s (1987) terminology. What matters here is not 

the “audibility” of the music’s strategies, however, but rather the persuasiveness of 

the perspective that the music offers. Moreover, as I have already pointed out, it is 

not identification with a character but rather stepping into a particular point of 

experience that is at stake. Following Bleeker’s theorization, absorption may be 

understood as the result of a match between a particular subject position implied by 

a multimedia address, and the “desires, expectations, presuppositions and anxieties” 

of an actual spectator-auditor (Bleeker 2008, 38). A certain distance from the musical 

means that the opera relies on within its inner drama—they are used as in quotation 

marks and can be interpreted in terms of allegory, as I have done in chapter one—

may in fact make the opera’s address more convincing to contemporary audiences. 

Whether or not an actual spectator-auditor will adopt the position suggested by the 

music and perceive the opera’s inner drama from Esmeralda’s perspective will 
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ultimately depend not only on whether the musical means of focalization match her 

aesthetic expectations but also on whether this position matches “ideas and 

presumptions characteristic of a particular world view” (Bleeker 2008, 10). 

The opera Rosa has been called “thoroughly Brechtian” (Everett 2006, 174), and 

indeed, the direct address to the audience performed by Madame de Vries as well as 

the quotational character of its music may inspire such interpretation. There may 

even be temptation to interpret the effects of hypermedial opera more generally in 

terms of Brechtian distanciation. Thus, before I conclude, I will consider this 

proposition in some depth with respect to the present concern with positioning.  

 

Beyond Brecht 

 

Andriessen’s monographer Yayoi Uno Everett (2006) suggests that the opera’s 

dramaturgical design is Brechtian because of its use of parody, with a formal 

structure relying on montage and tableaux vivants. With respect to music, she points 

out the composer’s recourse to closed forms—as she notes, the twelve scenes of the 

opera are all self-contained musical units. While Everett’s description of what she 

calls the opera’s formal structure presents a rather accurate account of Rosa’s 

dramaturgical strategies, it is questionable whether some of these may be 

understood as the basis of a distinctly Brechtian dramaturgy.26 As the German 

musicologist Carl Dahlhaus recognized, some of the traits considered characteristic 

of the “non-Aristotelian” dramaturgy of Brechtian theatre are part of the 

dramaturgical tradition of opera, including the montage of individual scenes or 

tableaux (Dahlhaus 1989b, 284).27 Everett’s analysis indicates that these strategies help 

produce the effect of alienation characteristic of Brechtian theatre.28 In particular, she 

draws on Arnold Whittall to argue that Andriessen’s use of closed musical forms 

may be understood as a distancing technique that “stops any possible flow of 

psychological development in its tracks” (Whittall 2003, 171, quoted in Everett 2006, 

                                                 
26 Everett also references Vsevolod Meyerhold in relation to the opera’s use of montage and 
tableaux vivants, which, in her understanding, replace the plot in Rosa (2006, 171). 
27 Dahlhaus also notes the separation of artist and role in this connection, which is 
traditionally present in opera due to the gap between the medium of representation and the 
represented speech (Dahlhaus 1989b, 287), an issue that I have addressed with reference to 
Kivy (1994). 
28 I am aware of the terminological debate surrounding the English translation of Brecht’s 
“Verfremdungseffekt” but for the present purposes I use the terms “alienation” and 
“distanciation” interchangeably. Everett (2006) uses the terms “alienation effect” and 
“distancing technique.”  
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177). Yet, the use of closed musical numbers—and especially of the self-contained 

arias—is also part of the operatic tradition (other than the Wagnerian music drama). 

As I have already pointed out, arias are opera’s chief means to articulate drama, as 

well as the privileged sites of opera’s experiential truthfulness; it is here that the 

drama of affects takes place.  

Admittedly, Rosa draws attention to the traditional operatic strategies it relies on, 

and in this sense, it evokes Roland Barthes’ observation that the Brechtian tableau is 

both “moving and conscious of the channels of emotion” (Barthes 1977, 70). This is 

particularly due to the quotational character of the music, which Everett understands 

as parody in the traditional sense, and which I have rather approached through the 

concept of allegory (along with the related montage of fragments that Everett also 

interprets as Brechtian). Such awareness of the means arguably does work to prevent 

identification with the characters, and highlights the fact that “this is theatre.” There 

are two important points to be made here, however: first, as I have already indicated, 

distanciation does not preclude absorption; and second, Brecht’s epic theatre 

presents the world on stage as a totality, which hypermedial opera does not.  

Where Brechtian theatre has generally been understood as disruptive of the 

illusionism of drama, Hans-Thies Lehmann (1999, 2006) has argued that Brecht’s 

theory of epic theatre constitutes a “renewal and completion” of the paradigm of 

dramatic theatre, rather than a radical break from it (2006, 33). As Bleeker helps 

explain in her reading of Lehmann, like drama, epic theatre frames what is presented 

on stage as a symbol of a unitary and complete world; they are both teleological, in 

that they present the world “according to invisible beliefs about world order, history 

and reality” (2008, 41). While the opposition between theatre and reality that 

Brechtian theatre constructs may highlight the distance between the stage and the 

auditorium, it ultimately also serves the purpose of providing the audience with a 

point of view on what is presented on stage while concealing the subjective nature of 

the resulting vision. In other words, the difference lies only in the telos that frames 

the scene and guides interpretation (Bleeker 2008, 43). Roland Barthes, who evokes 

the principle of perspective or framing as the “geometrical” foundation of all 

representation, helps elucidate that in Brechtian theatre, it is the singular tableau 

(rather than the whole) that bears the weight of an “ideal meaning” (1977, 72). 

Barthes’ theorization of Brechtian theatre supports Lehmann’s recognition that 

neither completeness nor continuity is necessary for a totalizing perspective to be 

established, and it also does not require an illusion of realistic representation. 
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In the essay “Diderot, Brecht, Eisenstein,” Barthes (1977) argues that it is not 

imitation but rather the tableau, produced in an act of cutting out (découpage) enacted 

by a subject (a reader, a spectator), that is the basis of Western representation. 

Barthes bases his understanding of the tableau on Diderot, and applies it to Brecht (as 

well as Eisenstein). Following Diderot, a tableau is “a whole contained under a single 

point of view” (quoted in Barthes 1977, 71), and according to Barthes, the epic scene 

in Brecht is such a tableau. As Barthes explains, the tableau is highly intellectual: “it 

has something to say (something moral, social) but it also says that it knows how this 

must be done” (70); it erects meaning while “manifesting the production of that 

meaning” (71). In short, in the Brechtian tableau, the visual découpage coincides with 

the ideal découpage: each scene erects an ideal meaning—“Good, Progress, the Cause, 

the triumph of the just History” (71)—that originates from a particular “point of 

meaning” (76).29 

Diderot works with the notion of a “perfect instant,” which is necessarily total and 

artificial, and in which can be read at one grasp the present, the past and the future, 

“that is, the historical meaning of the represented action” (Barthes 1977, 73). Lessing 

later spoke of a “pregnant moment,” and in Brecht, this idea takes the form of a social 

gest, in which a whole social situation can be read. Craig Owens (1984), on whose 

discussion of allegory I have drawn in chapter one, has evoked the notion of the 

“pregnant moment” (as well as Barthes’ mention of the term) to point out the 

association of allegory with nineteenth-century history painting. And indeed, the 

historical doctrine of the pregnant moment that condenses narrative “into a single, 

emblematic instant” (Owens 1984, 210) bears similarity with the allegorical strategy 

of accumulation that Owens describes in relation to postmodernist art. In both cases, 

horizontal or syntagmatic relationships that constitute narrative are suppressed in 

favor of a vertical or paradigmatic reading of correspondences. As I have 

demonstrated in chapter one with the help of the “I am riding” scene from Rosa, 

however, in hypermedial opera, the composition of the scene does not erect an ideal 

meaning; it rather contradicts such notion. If, as Barthes puts it, the pregnant 

moment is the “presence of all the absences (memories, lessons, promises) to whose 

                                                 
29 In French, Barthes uses the term “lieu d’origine“ (Barthes 2002, 343), or place of origin, for 
the point from which things are perceived—as he insists, “things are always seen from 
somewhere” (Barthes 1977, 76, italics in original). In the English translation, Stephan Heath 
uses the suggestive term “point of meaning” (Barthes 1977, 76). As Barthes reasons, “This 
point of meaning is always the Law: law of society, law of struggle, law of meaning” (77). 
And in the case of Brecht (as well as Eisenstein), it is the “Law of the Party” that cuts out the 
epic scene and the filmic shot; “it is this Law which looks, frames, focuses, enunciates” (77). 
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rhythm History becomes both intelligible and desirable” (1977, 73), in hypermedial 

opera, the scene cannot be more than condensation of a particular story, a history (or 

herstory) without the capital h (such as the inner drama of Rosa) which, moreover, is 

far from intelligible. 

In other words, the fact that the opera’s formal structure consists of a montage of 

self-contained scenes or tableaux rather than a continuous flow of narrative or 

dramatic action may be interpreted in relation to the traditional operatic dramaturgy. 

But unlike the Brechtian tableau, in hypermedial opera, a scene does not constitute a 

totality. The montage of fragments (separated from their original context) that 

hypermedial opera tends towards needs to be distinguished from the “radical 

separation of the elements” that Brecht famously called for in relation to opera (1964, 37, 

italics in original). Such radical separation was meant to prevent the effect of 

intoxication produced by the “fusion” of the arts in the Gesamtkunstwerk, and allow 

the elements to “adopt attitudes” towards what is presented on stage (39). In the epic 

theatre as conceived by Brecht, however, the elements ultimately work towards a 

common goal or telos; they are held together by a single “point of meaning.” This 

also applies to music, which is supposed to be gestic (Brecht 1964, 86-87, 104-106). 

Barthes recognized that, at the level of composition, the tableau is characterized 

by unity—Diderot compared it to the unity of the members of the body. 

Hypermedial opera may rather be understood in terms of “the dispersion of the 

tableau” that Barthes spoke of in relation to post-Brechtian theatre, which entails 

“the holding in check of the metaphysical meaning of the work – but then also of its 

political meaning; or, at least, the carrying over of this meaning towards another 

politics” (1977, 72, italics in original). Bleeker’s discussion helps illuminate that, with 

respect to positioning, this “other politics” of hypermedial opera may be formulated 

in terms of disruption of totality, but it cannot simply be identified with 

multiplication of perspectives and frames, as this may lead to the impression of a 

more direct access to “the things as they are in themselves” (2008, 44). 

Both Barthes and Lehmann indicate that music may be understood as contrary to 

the principles of framing that they describe. Lehmann associates the dismantling of 

the dramatic frame with “musicalization” of theatre (2006, 91-93), and Barthes 

suggests that music escapes the mechanism of representation based on découpage, 

that is, unless it is subservient to drama (1977, 70). These suggestions harbor the 

danger of understanding music in terms of opposition to the representational 

principles of the other arts and media involved in hypermedial opera, an issue that I 
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have already addressed, from a different angle, in chapter one. In this chapter, I have 

emphasized music’s ability to focalize, which presupposes that music is “significant, 

readable, representational,” to use Barthes’ terms (1977, 77). While in hypermedial 

opera, the music arguably does not participate in the construction of a unifying 

perspective (or the “ideal meaning” of the tableau) as in dramatic and epic theatre, it 

may offer a point of experience on what is presented on stage, in spite of the 

apparent multiplicity of viewpoints suggested by visual representations within the 

context of hypermediacy. In doing so, music relates to (and helps foreground) 

particular aspects of the opera’s visuals. 

To conclude, in this chapter, I have been concerned with how positioning takes 

place within a multiplicity of media that suggests a multiplicity of perspectives, 

which seems typical of hypermediacy. Moreover, I have been interested in how a 

point of experience may become obscured within the context of intermedial 

performance that not only draws attention to the media involved, and to the overall 

theatrical nature of the situation, but that also appears to expose the “reality of 

illusion” in the incorporated media as well as traditional theatre forms. In my 

analysis, I have concentrated, in particular, on how the effect of absorption, 

understood as a specific effect of immediacy based on obscuring the point of 

experience that the audio-visual event offers its spectator-auditors, is brought about 

by way of music within this context.  

In the stage production of Rosa, my case study for this chapter, the apparent 

exposure of representational principles involves not only the demonstration of the 

workings of perspective with which I have introduced my discussion of the opera in 

this chapter, but also the rules and conventions of narrative cinema and the Italienate 

operatic tradition. As I have suggested at the beginning of this chapter, Rosa puts the 

possibility of such exposure, which would help perceive things “as they are,” in 

doubt. The opera exemplifies how, in contemporary works that seem to defy or 

deconstruct opera as drama, aspects of traditional operatic dramaturgy and the 

pertaining musical idiom may be used, at least temporarily, as means of focalization 

and ultimately engender the effect of absorption, even if used in a fragmentary 

fashion. 

With respect to music, I have emphasized the connection between the effect of 

absorption and the effect of suspension of temporality. Rosa’s quotational use of a 

musical idiom that may be understood, in historical terms, with recourse to the 

concepts of “lyrical” time or “genre” (Monelle 2000), is in line with the opera’s 
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overall allegorical structure, and may not be uncommon to contemporary 

hypermedial opera more generally. But it is not the only way suspension of time may 

be articulated musically. In my understanding, the recognition of an interrelation 

between absorption and the musical suspension of temporality has a more general 

bearing, and it is a matter of finding musical means that are persuasive in this sense 

at a given time and within a specific context. 

I have suggested that the use of music within the “inner drama” of Rosa, and in 

particular in Esmeralda’s arias, may correspond with the expectations and 

presuppositions of some of its audiences and thus obscure the point of experience 

that the music offers. This effect of absorption involves not only the listener’s 

complicity in and tacit acceptance of particular musical conventions, as Monelle 

(2000) suggests in his discussion of “genre,” but also his or her acceptance of or 

identification with a particular worldview, as Bleeker (2008) indicates. And, as I may 

venture here, it may also involve the spectator-auditor’s expectations and 

presuppositions concerning the role and capacity of music, which may make it 

appear more “truthful” than the plethora of contradictory visual representations that 

are typically offered by hypermedial opera. 

 Other spectator-auditors, however, may experience the “uncanny sense” that 

Freedman has associated with theatricality, namely of being both positioned and 

displaced (Freedman 1991, 1, quoted in Bleeker 2008, 9). In such a case, the point of 

experience that the music offers is exposed and denaturalized, an act that Bleeker 

understands as political within the context of postdramatic theatre (2008, 48). As I 

have emphasized, such denaturalization cannot be equated with Brechtian 

estrangement, which accentuates the distance between the stage and the auditorium, 

not least because such distance does not prevent particular points of experience from 

becoming obscured. In chapter four, I will propose that the “other politics” that 

Barthes associated with the dispersion of the tableau may rather be formulated in 

terms of closeness between the perceiver and the perceived. 

 


